
Citizens Doubtful Citizens

Inquiry by local registrar

Included Excluded

NRC

Vague and subjective 

parameters at local, taluk and 

district level to doubt 

citizenshìp of anyone 

enumerated.

!

NRC and CAA Explained

There exists no conclusive proof 

of citizenship in India (and only 

a presumption that certain 

documents are issued only to 

citizens). Several documents 

together are required to prove 

citizenship conclusively, 

sometimes, coupled with 

documentation of 

parents/grandparents.

NPR enumerates people Modality: house to house 

enumeration. Subject to cut-off 

date, proof of citizenship of 

parents and grandparents may 

be collected.

!

!

Appeal and hearing before 

the Taluk/sub-district 

Registrar

Excluded to be immediately 

informed

Included Excluded
DRAFT Local Register of Indian 

Citizens to be published

Verification of names in NPR to be 

included in NRC

What is National Population Register (NPR)?

Register of usual residents of the country.

It is being prepared at the local (Village/sub-Town), sub-

District, District, State and National level under provisions of 

the Citizenship Act 1955 and the Citizenship 

(Registration of Citizens and issue of National Identity 

Cards) Rules, 2003.

What is National Register of Citizens (NRC)?

Register containing names of Indian CITIZENS, provided 

under the 1955 Citizenship Act, and 2003 Rules. 

The NRC is made from the NPR, after verification of 

citizenship status of names included in the NPR.

Objections Corrections Claims

Disposal

Local Register of Indian Citizens. Included Excluded

Appeal and hearing before 

the District Registrar
District Registrar to ensure these are 

entered into NRC

Included Excluded

Foreigners Tribunal/ 

High Court. No 

clarity in law yet.
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CAA
Based on RELIGION (CAA 2019*)

Hindu, Sikh, Buddhist,

Jain, Parsi, Christian

+

Bangladesh/ Pakistan/ 

Afghanistan

+

Cut off date 31Dec2014 

Hindu, Sikh, Buddhist,

Jain, Parsi, Christian

+

Any other country

Muslims and other 

minority religions

+

Anywhere 

(Bangladesh/ Pakistan/ 

Afghanistan/ Any other 

country)

Apply for citizenship

Registration Naturalisation

Resident for 1 year 

immediately before 

application

+

Resident for aggregate of 

5 years in 14 years

Citizenship by 

Naturalisation

A B C

It is unclear what, if at 

all, proof is required to 

show that one is ‘from’ 

Afghanistan, Pakistan 

or Bangladesh.

!

If can’t prove citizenship as 

required under NRC
If can’t prove citizenship as 

required under NRC

If can’t prove citizenship as 

required under NRC

ILLEGAL MIGRANT

This 5 year period is 11 

years for persons in 

any other categories. 

!

Clauses A to G prescribe 7 standards for 

citizenship by registration, including:

(a)Indian Origin, resided for 7 years +

(b)Indian origin residing outside undivided India

(c)Married to citizen & resided for 7 years +

(d)Minor children of citizen

(e)Children (after attaining 18 years of age) of 

citizen by registration/naturalisation

(f)Parent was citizen of independent India and 

resided for 12 months

What is the CAA? How are NRC and CAA related? 

CAA will work both independently, and in conjunction with the NRC (see below for modes of acquisition of Citizenship under the Citizenship Act, 

1955). One can apply for citizenship independently under the CAA - a manifestly arbitrary legislation. While proving citizenship under the NRC, the 

CAA provides an alternate route of citizenship, with a plausibly much lower burden of proof based on religion, to people of Hindu, Sikh, Christian, 

Jain, Buddhist and Parsi religions “from” Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Pakistan - clearly excluding Muslims, and other minority religions, and 

creating a citizenship regime based on religion. Also thereby creating a system where proof of citizenship is harder for people belonging to 

minority religions not mentioned there, including Muslims.

CANNOT acquire 

citizenship any other 

way.

!

* The Citizenship Act, 1955, prescribes 5 ways of acquiring citizenship of India. By Birth (s.3), Descent (s.4), Registration (s.5), Naturalization (s.6, 

read with Schedule 3), & Incorporation of Territory (s.7). The CAA, 2019 makes changes to the manner in which certain classes of people can 

acquire Citizenship by Registration & Citizenship by Naturalization.
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